Motivation
• Changes in Europe's demographic and educational composition:
-Share of young individuals declining -Tendency towards more education
• Age-education structures modelled by relative cohort size 2
• Identification of causal effect of cohort size on wages: -Use of instrumental variable estimation -Use of large and recent European data set -Identification of effect on individual rather than average wages
Research questions
• Does cohort size have a negative effect on individual wages?
• Are any negative effects permanent of temporary?
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• Does cohort size affect the wages of education-gender groups differently?
• How do the estimated cohort size effects compare to the results of related research?
Literature review
• Large cohorts start entering US labour market from 1960s onwards: -Effects on wages, unemployment, education, etc.
• Results of empirical studies (mainly from the US): -Members of larger cohorts receive reduced earnings -Depressing effects larger for highly educated individuals • Geographical area fixed effects (area-specific) 9
• Employed, occupation, married, part-time, health limitation (individual-bytime-specific)
• Interaction of age and time fixed effects (age-by-time-specific)
• Unemployment rate, degree of urbanisation, interaction of area effects and time fixed effects, interaction of unemployment rate and time fixed effects (area-by-time-specific)
Identification
• Endogeneity of cohort size variable: -Self-selection into specific educational groups -Self-selection into specific geographic areas -Cohort size variables potentially correlated with the error term Least Squares estimation produces inconsistent cohort size coefficients (i.e. no convergence in probability on the "true" population value)
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• Use of instrumental variables (IV) estimation necessary to identify causal effect of cohort size on wages: -Birth rate at year of birth of a specific age cohort -Interaction of age (squared age) and lagged birth rate Identification
• (Positive) Correlation between cohort size variable and error term -OLS estimation will produce an inconsistent cohort size coefficient -Cohort size coefficient will confound the direct effect on wages from a change in cohort size and the indirect effect stemming from the corresponding change in the error term 
